POPLA update on tickets issued for alleged breach of Byelaws
POPLA adjourned appeals against tickets (penalties and parking charge notices) issued on land
subject to Byelaws. We had been waiting for a response from the Department for Transport (DfT) on
the remit for parking operators to issue tickets on the land and on POPLA’s remit to deal with
penalties.
The DfT has now provided a response confirming it considers parking operators to have a remit to
issue penalties in line with section 14 of the Railway Byelaws. The DfT also confirmed that it expects
parking operators to offer an appeal (such as through POPLA) in relation to tickets issued on Railway
Land. A copy of the DfT’s letter is included in Appendix 1.
POPLA ordinarily deals with appeals against tickets (parking charge notices) issued by British
Parking Assocation (BPA) approved operators on relevant land as defined in the Protection of
Freedoms Act (POFA) 2012. POFA 2012 sets out rules on the steps parking operators should take
when ticketing on relevant land and POPLA measures against these rules when dealing with appeals.
Now that we have the DfT response, POPLA will be considering appeals against tickets issued on
Railway Land (and other land subject to Byelaws). Such land is not relevant land as defined by
POFA. This means we will be applying different rules to appeal consideration.
Although our determinations on whether a motorist has, for example, overstayed or displayed a ticket,
will be largely the same: many of the appeals we deal with relate to a failure of process in relation to
the ticketing itself. Motorists may appeal that they did not receive the ticket in reasonable time, or that
the ticket they received did not contain correct information.
This document sets out our expectations of the actions operators should take when ticketing on land
subject to Byelaws. Unless we receive and accept further guidance from a relevant stakeholder (such
as the DfT or BPA), we will measure against this document when making decisions.
The focus of this document is Railway Land – as the DfT provided guidance on Railway Land only.
Other sites such as airports and shipping ports have Byelaws specific to those sites: and some of
those Byelaws set out specific processes. We will consider processes for specific sites where
appropriate. In the absence of specific processes, our expectations at those sites will as set out
below.
Considerations
•
•
•

Who can the operator pursue?
Timescales for ticketing
What we expect to see in a penalty notice

Who can the operator pursue?
The Byelaws 14 (4) are specific that the owner of a vehicle “may be liable for a penalty as displayed
in that area”. Therefore, if pursuing for breach of Byelaws, the parking operator can only pursue the
owner of the vehicle.

The owner may or may not be the person who was driving at the time. Another person driving the
vehicle does not affect the owner’s liability for a penalty.
Following the same standard as the Traffic Penalty Tribunal for local authority penalties, we will
presume the owner to be the registered keeper unless they prove otherwise.
Parking operators can pursue the owner of a vehicle for breach of Byelaws by affixing a penalty to the
windscreen of a vehicle for the attention of the vehicle owner. They may also seek keeper information
from the Driver and Vehicle Licensing Authority (DVLA) in order to send a notice to owner through the
post. If the DVLA determines that the parking operator has reasonable cause to seek the information,
they may provide it to the parking operator.
Timescales for ticketing
The Railway Byelaws set out no timescales for the issue of a penalty for breach of Byelaws.
However, the parking operator is timed out of prosecuting the motorist for breach of Byelaws after six
months.
We consider a lack of timescales unreasonable to motorists in respect of appealing. If a driver or an
owner did not receive notification of a parking charge or penalty until several months after an incident
of alleged improper parking, they may have little or no memory of the event and their ability to appeal
will be hampered.
POFA 2012 sets out timescales for the issuing of parking charge notices. While POFA 2012 does not
apply on Railway Land, the standards have been put in place for situations similar to those in
question. As those standards are used across the industry, and both parking operators and motorists
are familiar with the standards, we consider it suitable that we use these standards as a guide when
considering appeals against penalties issued on Railway Land.
What does this mean in practice?
Penalty notice:
•

Affixed to vehicle: this should be given by affixing it to the vehicle at the time the alleged
breach of Byelaws is identified.

•

Issued via post following a penalty notice affixed to vehicle: this should be given in the period
of 28 days following the period of 28 days beginning with the day after that on which the initial
penalty notice was affixed to the vehicle.

•

Issued via post without a penalty notice having previously being affixed to vehicle: this should
be issued in the period of 14 days beginning with the day after that on which the specified
period of parking ended.

As with POFA 2012: We will presume a penalty notice sent by post, unless the contrary is proved, to
have been delivered on the second working day after the day on which it is posted; and for this
purpose “working day” means any day other than a Saturday, Sunday or a public holiday in England
and Wales.

What we expect to see in a penalty notice
POFA 2012 provides specific instructions on the information that should be contained within a parking
charge notice. This information allows drivers and keepers to understand the allegation against them,
the situation in which they find themselves, and their options. There are no such requirements for
penalties for breach of Byelaws or parking charges where the parking operator is not seeking to
pursue the keeper using the provisions within POFA 2012.
However, we consider it important that tickets (penalties and notices) clearly communicate the
circumstances to owners and drivers so they know their options and can make an informed decision
on what to do next.
We set out the following expectations for a Penalty Notice for breach of Byelaws on Railway
Land:
A Penalty Notice should:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Say it is a Penalty Notice (this can be abbreviated to PN providing the phrase Penalty Notice
is used first)
Be dated
Specify the alleged contravention including the time and date, site, and period of parking
Confirm how the Byelaws were brought to the motorist’s attention
Confirm the law under which it has been issued
Be issued to the vehicle owner (Registered Keeper assumed to owner unless proved
otherwise)
Confirm potential consequences of non-payment, including prosecution
Confirm the amount of the penalty – which should be the same as the penalty shown in the
car park
Inform the owner of any discount offered
Explain how to pay and who to pay
Confirm the appeal procedure

A penalty notice should not:
•
•
•
•
•

Mention POFA 2012 (as this is not relevant and will confuse the owner about the situation in
which they find themselves)
Mention ParkingEye Vs Beavis (as this is not relevant and will confuse the owner about the
situation in which they find themselves)
Say the words “parking charge”, “parking charge notice”, or “PCN” (as this is not relevant and
will confuse the owner about the situation in which they find themselves)
Refer to keeper or driver liability (as this is not relevant and will confuse the owner about the
situation in which they find themselves)
Say anything untrue or misleading
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